THE CAT SAT ON THE MAT**
I knew I should never again look at my rug without seeing first
a blemish and then the rest. I can remember that was what I kept
on saying at first; that was what I dwelt on: my wild disappoint-
ment because it had been marred* not because its value was de-
stroyed. Marred; nothing could ever put that right. I believe
I did carry on a bit, but I had the sense to send at once for an
expert on rugs; he came and had a look and promised me that
their process of cleaning would so effectually remove the stain that
I should not know where it had happened. I did not believe him.
A week later it came back so very nearly almost restored to
perfection, that everybody surrounding me was relieved and
cheerful about it. They still assert, whether truthfully or merely
to comfort the stricken I cannot tell, that the mark is wholly
invisible and that if I say otherwise I must be a victim of auto-
suggestion.
We did not lay it on the floor again, but hung it on a panel
of the wall. Few better examples exist of carefully shutting the
stable door after the horse has been stolen. I can see it on first
waking in the morning and just before switching off my lamp at
night, as well as all the other times while moving about my
bedroom or when I bring friends in to show them my glorious
rug. It arouses unbounded admiration. And still, I swear I cannot
heJp it, still I see die mark first and then the rest of the rug; it has
ceased to be a symbol of perfection, but it is a very nice rug, a
very nice rug indeed; I am lucky to have it.
If Tips had been essentially my own little cat, loving me fondly,
jumping in my lap in preference to all other laps, running to meet
me with Josephine*s delighted little trills of welcome, then naturally
after the first shock I would easily have realized that a live cat was
better that* a dead rug; and that no rug, however perfect, could
be important compared with a furry little barrel of fife trampling
on my chest, eyes bright and dark and huge, that mysterious purr
vibrating with such effortless strength through the small soft body.
I can imagine myself caressing the dear affectionate little animal
while absurdly murmuring into those pricked cocky white-tipped
ears that it did not matter at all-.. Tips was not to mind... horrid
old rug, poor little pussikins, wazzums sick ?... there, there now!
However, as this ideal relationship had never existed between
Tips and myself, as he was always rather offhand with mfc ana
inclined to roll in the other direction, short legs ar-straddlc, backside
swaying, determined on independent exploration of woods in
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